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Abstract:- The profession of real estate investment contains the 

activity of facility management, practice, experience and coming 

up with. The professionals of assets industries area unit 

engineers, lawyers, economist, environmentalists, etc. For the 

self-made fulfillment of the various tasks it's essential to form 

information acquisition, produce a choice network. throughout 

the choice support particularly in those cases once we have 

abstraction information, the GIS will provide an important help. 

within the development method of assets a sort of natural process 

happens whereas we have a tendency to integrate many 

information bases and totally different information which may 

lead U.S.A. to more practical selections and knowledge. the 

choice support model contains the wants raised by totally 

different specialty against assets development. within the article 

we have a tendency to define the higher than mentioned facts 

with the assistance of various examples and assumptive the 

requirement of valuation method automation, for instance for the 

aim of mass appraisal, the need of higher than mentioned 

information assortment within the sort of appropriate info got to 

be predicted. It ought to contain info characterizing real estates, 

conjointly in abstraction domain, to permit their adequate 

description and differentiation. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

  One of the essential strategies of real estate’s market 

price determination is that the valuation accomplished by the 

suggests that of comparative approach. This approach assumes 

that the market price of realty is assessed through the 

comparison to alternative similar real estates, that group action 

costs and characteristics differing these real estates and having 

the essential influence on their price area unit glorious. one 

amongst the essential difficulties of comparative approach is 

that the necessity of possessing info concerning real estate’s 

like appraised, that were subjects of trade on given property 

market. 

II. STUDY AREA 

 Assuming the need of valuation process automation, 

for example for the purpose of mass appraisal, the necessity of 

above mentioned data collection in the form of suitable 

database ought to be foreseen. It should contain information 

characterizing real estates, also in spatial domain, to allow 

their adequate description and differentiation. 

A. Bangalore City 

 Bangalore has the immaculate record of most astounding 

development inside a traverse of 20 Years. 

 Bangalore has most elevated number of bars in Asia.  

 Bangalore has the most elevated number of programming 

organizations in India-212, trailed by Hyderabad - 108, 

Pune - 97. Consequently called the Silicon Valley of India  

 Bangalore has 21 designing universities, which is most 

noteworthy on the planet in a given city. Bangalore College 

has  57 Designing universities subsidiary to it,which is 

most elevated on the planet.  

 Bangalore has most noteworthy number of open areas and 

government Associations in India.  

 Bangalore College has most noteworthy number of 

understudies traveling to another country for higher 

investigations taking the primary spot from IIT-Kanpur.  

 Bangalore has just 48% of neighborhood populace 

(i.e.Kannadigas) .Thus a genuine cosmopolitan with around 

25% Tamilians, 14% Telugites, 10% Keralites, 8% 

Europeans, and 6% a blend of all races.  

 Bangalore police has the notoriety of being second best in 

India after Delhi  

 Bangalore has the most noteworthy thickness of movement 

in India.  

 Bangalore has the most noteworthy number of 2-wheelers 

on the planet.  

 Bangalore is viewed as the design capital of east equivalent 

to Paris.  

 Bangalore has delivered the greatest universal sportsmen in 

India for all games in front of even Mumbai and Delhi.  

 Bangalore has delivered the greatest number of researchers 

considered for Nobel Prize designations.  

 Bangalore has created the most noteworthy number of 
experts in USA very nearly 60% of the Indian populace 

abroad is from Bangalore (aside from Bay). 

B. Commercial Properties 

  However development of free database of genuine 

bequests starting from the earliest stage is a long– enduring 

and costly errand. Luckily this issue can be illuminated with 
the assistance from Geographic Data Frameworks (GIS). 

Inside the system of takes a shot at national geodetic and 

cartographic assets change into advanced shape carried on in 

Poland for a long time, there are an ever increasing number of 

databases delivered, incorporating the land and structures 

emasculate, the spatial enlistment of utility foundation, 
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geological articles with the computerized territory 

demonstrate, and additionally different natural issues. 

C. Upper Class Areas 

  For quite a while past the land and home loan 

registers are the subject to modernization, through the 

relocation to the electronic frame. It can be gathered, that the 

databases of Geographic Data Frameworks would be capable, 

at any rate incompletely, to fill in as information hotspots for 

land qualities. 

III. OBJECTIVES 

 Remote Sensing Data can assume a crucial part in 

valuation of land by mapping framework and other 

fundamental points of interest which are essential in 

choosing the estimation of a real estate parcel 

 To provide time and cost effective solution for land 

valuation using remote sensing data which is helpful for 

planners, real estate investment and decision makers. 

 The Remote Sensing Data  is accessible in advanced 

frame which can be provided as CDROMS and PC open 

tapes. It is additionally accessible in photographic pictures 

 The model is tried with different parameters including 

coefficient of assurance, coefficient of relationship, 

unstandardized coefficients, institutionalized coefficients 

and factual tests.  

 The principle motivation behind this investigation is to 

build up the relapse examination demonstrate for 

assessing the private property charge valuation for the 

investigation region.  

 Additive Multiplicative Relapse Display has been 

produced for the examination zone. The AMR 
Demonstrate is assessed and approved with various 

measurable investigation, and results indicates incredible 

unwavering quality.  

 This think about showed strategies to empower for 

advancement of property valuation demonstrate utilizing 

insights and GIS. 

IV. THE IDEAS OF GIS FOR PROPERTY MARKET 

 

         It is however important to see, that displayed above 

databases are diverted, overseen by various establishments and 

gaining the information from them can be troublesome. The 

production of partitioned financial emasculate will make the 
need separate the assets to deal with the two records. 

Moreover the gathering of similar information will 

fundamentally grow essential monetary uses.  

 The perfect arrangement would be the formation of 

productive Geographic Data Framework, associated with land 

and home loan registers and influencing conceivable 

simultaneous treatment of both property to market and 

national geodetic and cartographic assets.  

 The premise of such Geographic Data Framework 

ought to be spatial database containing information put away 

up to this point in previously mentioned informational 

collections. The generally new innovation that can be utilized 
for this design is alleged geodatabase. Not at all like prior 

ordinarily utilized georelational information show, all 

characteristics of items (counting position and shape) are 

recorded in a table of social or object– social database. A 

fundamental reason for the geodatabase is the control of 

complex geological information with uniform information 

show free of the social database it depends on.  

 Social databases rule available on the grounds that 

they execute basic, rich and well– comprehended hypothesis. 

This straightforwardness is at the same time a quality and a 

shortcoming – it is adroitly direct to construct social databases, 

however hard to demonstrate complex information.  

 Topographical databases contain complex 

information. The states of line and territory objects are 

organized arrangements of directions that don't record 

themselves legitimately in fields of standard sorts, for 

example, whole number, genuine or string. In addition, objects 

are joined into frameworks that have unequivocal topological 

connections, certain spatial connections and different 

connections of the general kind. However the constructors of 

databases figured out how to stroll round this impediment 

permitting the utilization of social database plan techniques 

additionally to geological data.  

 The conventional outline of social database comprises 

of two fundamental advances – the outflow of an intelligent 

information demonstrate and the physical execution of 

database models. The intelligent information display compares 

to client's perspective of information, while the model of the 

database executes the information demonstrate inside the 

system of the social database innovation.  

 A fundamental favorable position of the geodatabase 

is that in spite of the fact that it is a physical execution of 

information, it permits organizing the information the way that 

is near the intelligent information show. The comparability 

however does not mean the absence of contrasts: classes of 
articles can be part or joined amid execution in tables, and 

principles and connections can be communicated in a few 

ways.  

 The legitimate information show is a deliberation of 

the articles happening in a specific application. This 

deliberation is changed over into database components. A 

protest speaks to a substance, for example, a building, a 

package or a proprietor and is recorded as a line. A protest has 

an arrangement of qualities that portray its properties, for 

example, name, a measure, a characterization or an identifier 

to another question. Characteristics are recorded in a database 
in sections. An arrangement of comparable items shapes a 

class, put away in a database as a table. Each question in a 

class has a similar arrangement of properties. 

 The key undertaking in building a coherent 

information display is exact meaning of objects of intrigue and 

recognizable proof of connections between them. A few cases 

of items are roads, bundles, proprietors and structures. A few 

cases of their connections are "situated at", "possessed by", 

and "is a piece of".  
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 In the past legitimate information models were 

regularly attracted type of alleged entity– relationship graphs. 
Of late be that as it may, the best fame accomplished Bound 

together Displaying Dialect (UML), which is a standard 

documentation for communicating object models, advanced by 

driving programming and database makers. It was additionally 

acknowledged as the formal dialect for portrayal of models 

and applied pattern in the arrangement of ISO 19100 norms 

committed to topographical data (ISO 19101:2002). Obviously 

UML can likewise be utilized for "drawing" object– arranged 

models of geodatabase. The realistic documentation especially 

makes simple following of connections between singular 

items. 

V. THE MODEL OF REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT 

 

A.  During the time spent land venture displaying has a 

critical part. We can separate three sort of model. 

 Process model 

 Market model 

 Value model. 

 

B.  The procedure model can be separated into 11 diverse 

stage 

 Planning  

 Marketing  

 Expansion  

 Building, construction  

 Utilization and management  

 Real estate sale   

 Valuation  

 Investment  

 Information flow  

 Validation of interests 

 Real estate register  

 

 In our study from this sequence we examine the 

phase of real estate investment. From the aspect of the real 

estate investment there are several process where GIS can be 

applicable.   

C.  Actually the value of the real estate is determined by 3 

groups of factors, more specifically:  

 A location  

 Position within the building  

 Technical conditions, internal structure of the real estate. 

 In the process of the real estate investment we should 

take into consideration of the interest of the investors. Their 

intentions define the main aspects of the investments  

 

D.  The important factors for the investors are 

 The quality of the assets;  

 The compound of the tenants;  

 The period of the lease;  

 The conditions of the contracts;  

 The real rental fee; • the costs of facility management;  

 Yield. 

VI. THE TYPE OF REAL ESTATE AND ITS 

RELATION TO LOCATION 

 

 The value of the location is not equal in the different 

sectors of real estate market either. Different elements are 
important for the different real estate sectors and the 

sensitivity of each sector is different to the location.   

 The main sectors are 

 Residential Real Estates  

 Retail Real Estates  

 Offices  

 Industrial-Logistical Real Estates  

 Agricultural Real Estates Residential real estates  

 The sensitivity to the location in residential real estate 

sector is very characteristic. Sensitivity linearly increases with 

the specific value. A block of freehold flats of medium 
category can be built at many places in a large city, more 

locations can fulfill the conditions of such an investment, 

though the construction of a luxury villa may be started only in 

a special environment, under special conditions if we want to 

sell it efficiently.  

 For example in the housing market of Budapest the 

specific price of a newly built flat with all modern 

conveniences is three times lower than the flat prices in the    

castle district of Buda or in Rózsa Hill (prime location) – 

supposing the same technical content.   

 GIS allows residential real estate developers to 
analyze a lot of different information, such as parcel, zoning, 

tax, census, flood risk, and demographic data, to create 

accurate business models that establish the economic potential 

of different sites or land units.  

  Concerning the Budapest housing market compiled a 

value map by statistically processing of the supply data to 

illustrate the value relations of each region. He took the area 

related to a postal code as a basic unit (there are 160 districts 

in Budapest like this), and within it he calculated the average 

of the supply square meter prices. He carried up the average 

values on a map with a different color. 

        In case of a building complex the position determines 
the value of the real estate, it has a significant role where the 

given estate is located within the building complex. It is also 
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alter its value how far it is from the lift, if it is in the north or 

south side of the building, etc. 

A. Retail Real Estate 

 The groups of retail real estates, the shops, shopping 

centers are also extremely sensitive to the location. In the case 

of a shopping center is very important that it can be easily 

reached by transportation, whether the market nearby has 

enough buying capacity, etc.  

 Commercial real estate is fiercely competitive. The 

retail, industrial, and commercial landscape is continually 

changing, and real estate companies must stay knowledgeable 

of the critical factors impacting the performance  

 GIS and data integration let real estate companies 

combine market and territorial knowledge with proven 

business analysis and site selection methodologies, providing 

deeper insight into the local real estate environment and 

market forces. In GI System we can store data about GDP, 

income, habits, demographic composition of the given 

territory so we can execute location analyze with these data 

sources.  

  It is essential to execute the Location Analyze which 

is for to find the best „Prime location” The prime location is a 

part of an urban area where a business might expect to achieve 

the highest profit relative to any other location. 

B. Offices 

  The office real estates are primarily sensitive to the 

transportation, stops, parking possibilities, the surrounding 

services (restaurants, shopping possibilities). It is also 

important whether the neighborhood is appropriate for an 

office. 

C. Industrial Real Estate 

  Primarily this sector is sensitive to the transportation 

conditions, the closeness of the main transportation routes, 

motorways (railway, water transportation) and the safe 

connection are important. Of course, it is also important that 

customers can reach it easily, therefore the logistical centers, 

industrial parks often settle next to the ring roads surrounding 

the large cities. 

D. Agricultural Real Estate 

 The agricultural real estates, within it the arable land, 

constitute a special group of the real estates. The market of the 

arable land as a factor of production is a specific market.   

 The land market – due to the spatial limitation – is 

primarily adjusted to the local supply and demand conditions. 

The seller can draw the attention of only some potential buyers 

– to the land to be sold.   

 The land market is also specific in that term that the 

arable land is tied to a given place, its spatial position is 
usually the function of the change of the environment. In many 

cases the land is purchased with speculative purposes for 

example during the establishment of an industrial plant, or the 

construction of the transportation road, because in this cases 

the geographical position (and the value) of the lands are 

changed. 

 

VII. METHODOLOGY 

 

           

             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 
 

A. Data Availability 

 It is expected that the larger part of information 

required for valuation will originate from the said above 

sources. At first sight it appears, that such circumstance 

extremely regularly will occur: data on area, the shape, the 

soil– based land characterization, the capacity and qualities of 

building ought to be recorded in the land and structures 

cadastre; goal of the ground is portrayed in the nearby spatial 
advancement design; the openness of utilities is depicted by 

the spatial enlistment of utility foundation.  

 However, tragically the entrance to specific 

information not really gives the likelihood of their quick 

utilize, which implies that in the most cases that information 

itself does not constitute characteristics of genuine homes. 

Some characteristic esteems result not from properties of 

items, but rather from connections between them. Another 

ones are the subsidiaries of specific attributes (for instance 

geometrical) of genuine homes.  

 Obviously one generally can decide characteristics of 
genuine bequests utilizing guide or performing surveillance. 

The look on delineate experienced eye permits to acquire the 

information where given items are found, what sort of articles 

they are, the manner by which they can be come to with streets 

or other transport implies, what items can be found in 

neighborhood or close-by. The extra data can be acquired amid 

intuitive session with computerized delineate in the PC and 

introduced on the screen. This collaboration indicates data 

which isn't obvious on the printed outline. For instance one 

can demonstrate every single known quality of articles, frame 

the rundown of all items being found en route starting with 

one point then onto the next or lead a reenactment of 

movement time.  

 Introduce protest qualities assurance based on maps, 

requires support of the man (the administrator). In the event of 

mass examination it would cause colossal use of work, 

bringing about immense expenses. Along these lines the 

Spatial Data References Literature survey 

Base Map preparation Parameter 

Finalization 

Multiple factors and 

attribute coding 

Value of sample 

properties 

GIS CUSTOMIZATION 
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database outlined in above depicted way ought to be also 

furnished with toolset permitting the computation of vital extra 
genuine bequests properties. The creators propose assurance of 

these circuitous genuine homes characteristics with the 

utilization of scientific elements of GIS programming. The 

following are portrayed recommendations of assurance 

techniques for a few characteristics, which are the regularly 

thought about amid valuation process. 

VIII. LOCATION (ZONE), DESTINATION IN 

SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN, 

FASHION/POPULARITY, SOIL–BASED LAND 

CLASSIFICATION 

  The gathering of these qualities in a single statement 

isn't incidental. They educate about land having a place with 
territories of some predominant parcel of geological space (fig. 

1). This segment can escape certain entirely determined 

conditions, for example, goal in spatial advancement design or 

land characterization. It can likewise be the consequence of 

certain casual, yet generally utilized grouping – a case can be 

task to the zone of town: focal, downtown, middle or rural. 

What's more, finally it can be the impact of the completely 

subjective attractivity estimation of some zone, at the end of 

the day mold. Lamentably this last parameter cannot be 

figured with scientific strategies, but rather the individual 

comfortable with the property advertise (for example the 
representative of domain organization) can outline it 

unequivocally enough. Aside from the wellspring of 

information about the parcel of ground identified with 

estimations of genuine domains, the task of given genuine 

bequests to specific zone should be possible through the 

execution of "cross" capacity, expecting that outskirts of zones 

harmonize with parts lines. Extra definite contemplations are 

required on the off chance that when the given property isn't 

completely contained in the component of given parcel. The 

choice of zone in which dwells larger piece of land gives off 

an impression of being the straightest arrangement.    

 

Fig 1:-   Parcel A has a place with the zone "furrow arrive", 
while Parcel B has a place with the zone "plantation". 

A. Geometrical conditions 

               Geometrical states of genuine homes must be 

considered in two perspectives. Initially – the shape: it is 

realized that stretched bundles are less beneficial as far as 

advancement than the ones square. There is however the 

absence of point by point rules how the given shape converts 

into the estimation of genuine bequests. The second angle is 
the type of surface. By and large it can be expressed, that too 

expansive slant of ground is disadvantageous. Yet additionally 

certain structures, for instance shakes, can have positive 

impact on cost.  

 The fundamental spatial information wellspring of the 

worldwide character in Poland is the Topographical Database. 
It contains information comparing to geographical maps in 

scale 1:10000. Positional information exactness and level of 

detail coming about because of such scale is too low, keeping 

this database from use in valuation of genuine homes. Just the 

piece of this database containing computerized territory model 

can wind up valuable, yet just when the justified exactness of 

this model measuring 1 meter is adequate. In any case it 

appears, that another dataset of such regional range and better 

precision containing statures ought not be normal in the closest 

future. This database is still on the phase of starting works and 

it isn't known, when it ends up agent.  

 Based on stature information the state of territory, the 
slant and the perspective – the heading of steepest downhill 

incline can be resolved. 

 

Fig 2:- Parcels arranged by their shape: square are "better", 

prolonged are "more regrettable” 

   

Fig 3:- TIN triangles arranged by their slope. 

 

Fig 4:-  Maximum slope is equivalent to parcels. 
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Fig 5:- Buffer zones around little, however exceptionally 

uproarious production line. 

 

Fig 6:-  Parcels near to factory. 

 

Fig 7:- Buffer zones around the utility. 

B. Surroundings (Neighbourhood) 

 It is important to figure out what sort of items and in 

what span ought to be searched for, both expanding and 

diminishing land esteem. The data about package region, 

existing or arranged, can be acquired from the neighborhood 

spatial advancement design. On the off chance that the bundle 

is situated inside any zone, it is obvious that neighboring 

packages have a similar goal. In the contrary case topological 
geometrical information models, accessible in cutting edge 

GIS programming, permit the capability of neighborhood and 

shared intersection of geological items. 

C. Utility Networks 

 Uncovered data on the area of given system does not 

give the data about the likelihood of associating. Just the 
assurance of its situation in connection to package or building, 

will permit to answer the inquiry, regardless of whether 

association is conceivable (monetarily reasonable). 

Remembering the level of charges drawn for association by 

suppliers, each extra meter of given medium separation from 

the land is additionally fundamental. Besides it is important to 
decide if, with the exception of closeness, arrange parameters 

make association conceivable. Directors of given system, or 

heads of suitable database ought to anticipate the trait of each 

system area, recording the data about plausibility of its 

expansion and new clients association. 

D. Communication Accessibility 

 The voyage to land can be considered in three 

classes: separate from the town focus, nature of access street 

achieving the package and openness of mass transport offices. 

For the best possible count of this adventure, it is important to 

assign the inside around which the life of occupants 

concentrates. The street separate from offered bundles to such 

an inside would then be able to be computed. It is however 

important to see, that residential communities arranged 

adjacent extensive urban communities, regardless of having 

their own particular focuses, incline toward these urban areas. 

 

Fig 8:- Best course" from the package to the inside and 

street surface composes. 

  As indicated by directions on administration of 

genuine bequests each part probably gave garage. The nature 

of this garage relies upon the sort of street surface. The 

utilization of system investigation capacities enable the 

figuring of course to closest higher classification street on a 

given zone (obviously basing on street arrange information) 

and after that the assurance of most noticeably bad surface 

write. Concerning availability of mass transport offices, a few 

almost arranged stops can be chosen, and after that the closest 

can be found, thinking about the development along streets or 

ways.  

  

Fig 9:- Zones of given travel time from transport stop. 

  These investigations require however the entrance to 

extra information – the street organize, moreover enhanced 
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with the data about the course of the mass transport 

(transports, cable cars, trains) lines. Likely the data from the 
geological database would be valuable. If there should be an 

occurrence of absence of such information, it is constantly 

conceivable to decide inexact street centerlines based on data 

about land utilization recorded in the cadastre of genuine 

domains (Cichociński, 1996). Tragically this strategy permits 

to get just geometrical information, without such fundamental 

characteristics as street class or width. Just based on 

succeeding changes (to be specific the convergence of street 

focus lines with lowlife astral information), it is conceivable to 

acquire data about surface sort, obviously on the off chance 

that it is recorded in creep astral database.  

IX.    CONCLUSION 

 

 Introduced above recommendations of assurance 
strategies for estimations of specific ascribes fundamental to 

the valuation of genuine homes don't break down the entire 

issue. Along these lines just permits to decide the traits of 

individual genuine homes. However remembering "the 

sweeping statement" of valuation, the computerization of this 

procedure should be considered. It requires the detailing of 

techniques calculations and afterward their execution in the 

earth of GIS programming, likewise utilized for building the 

genuine bequests database. Area has a key part in land venture. 

It is critical to recognize and characterize the elements of the 

area from the topographical segments to the prudent ones, 
since they impact the yield of further speculations. GIS is the 

instrument of spatial information administration. In the event 

that we have appropriate informational collections store 

behind the GI System, we can utilize it to show advertise 
changes, picked the best site in site determination process, 

feature future patterns, influence area to dissect and picture the 

information and the break down trough maps. 
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